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Blank:
Chronology continued
Date

Life event

Outcome and/ or response

01.06.45

Susan born

Second of two daughters, brought up in West London.
Father a teacher, mother a seamstress who went on to
also train as a teacher once the girls were at
secondary school. Susan and her sister attend a local

22.09.65

Grace and Susan met at University, Susan an
undergraduate and Grace a doctorate student,
both in the politics department.

Became firm friends and travelled together during
vacations.

24.12.69

Grace and Susan become a couple

They decide to plan a life together of political activity
in various parts of the world. Both active in the
women’s liberation movement and members of Amne
sty International, which Grace had be
en involved

18.04.73

22.11.94

Having worked and saved for several years, Grace
and Susan set off travelling with the intention of
working on their travels, volunteering and then
seeking paid work. As the higher earner during

Grace and Susan spend time volunteering in South Am

Grace and Susan decide to return to England,
with the intention of seeing more of their
families, though they also plan to travel regularly
throughout their retirement. They decide

Grace sells her flat and buys a larger house in order
for
them
to set up home together in England.

erica and then travel north to USA and Canada. They
bec
ome active with Greenpeace, founded in Vancouver in
the early seventies, and remain in

S
29.10.05

Susan retired.

The couple enjoyed their shared retirement for five
year
s during which time they travelled on their s
avings.

2010-2015

Grace becomes increasingly frail. Although
both Grace and Susan regret that their shared
retirement is now not what they had earlier
enjoyed, they have built up local networks of f
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The couple stop travelling and Susan increasingly
takes on the day to day care of Grace. Susan enjoys
her w
alks with Graham as this is the little exercise she now
gets as
Grace has become housebound. Grace i

